TOUCH-UP INSTRUCTIONS:

FENCING
LP ELEMENTS™ PERFORMANCE
INCLUDED IN KIT:
§§ 1 pint paint matched
to picket color

§§ Slobproof ™ filling syringe
§§ Roller and tray

§§ Stir stick
§§ Slobproof! Paint Pen™
for touch-up

BOARD FACE TOUCH-UP:
1 - Thoroughly mix paint with provided
stir stick for 2 minutes prior to any use.
Roll dog ear
2 coats

2 - Use filling syringe, take paint from
paint can and fill Slobproof pen.
3 - Snap pen top onto the pen body.

Roll edge 2 coats

Light contact
Thin layers
Feather paint
direction of board

Roll bottom until no
exposed wood

4 - Rotate pen filling knob to apply
paint to brush.
5 - Feather paint onto board front and
back where necessary; do not rub or
otherwise smear paint. Use the brush
in the direction of the wood grain and
paint brush marks. Apply multiple
thin layers until desired darkness is
reached.
See slobproof.com for additional details.
Apply paint only when temperature is
55°F or above.

Learn more at LPCorp.com/Fence

TOUCH-UP INSTRUCTIONS:

FENCING
LP ELEMENTS™ PERFORMANCE
LARGE AREA TOUCH-UP, SUCH AS CUT BOTTOMS OR EDGES:
1 - Thoroughly mix paint with provided stir for 2 minutes prior to any use.
2 - Pour a small amount of paint into supplied roller tray.
3 - Apply minimal amount of paint to roller and remove any excess.
4 - Paint large cut areas with the roller. Apply minimum 2 coats to any cut surfaces.
Apply paint only when temperature is 55°F or above.

CLEANUP:
1 - For Slobproof™ pen, rinse brush with water, replace cap and retain for future use.
2 - For roller, dispose of roller, pour remaining paint into can and seal can tightly
and retain for future use.

Learn more at LPCorp.com/Fence
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